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Abstract 
In this paper I present two case studies of how biographical and intellectual history can benefit from 
corpus-based linguistics, and how databases of a considerably different nature can fruitfully complement 
each other. (i) Combining information from the PASE.ac.uk prosopography and syntactically annotated 
corpora, I show that the choice of auxiliary with ofslægen ‘killed’ in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle is related 
to how the killing occurred, with (wearð ofslægen) or without resistance (wæs), shedding new light on the 
deaths of people like king Oswald (716) and the earls Burghelm and Muca (822). (ii) The syntactic choice 
between it happened that X Y-ed or X happened to Y in late Middle English texts reveals whether the 
scribe/author believes X to be in control of what happens, providing novel evidence on medieval views of 
accountability levels with regard to adultery, sinning, and casualties. Particular attention is paid to the the 
language use of the scribe of the late medieval Alphabet of Tales, and how it reveals his commonsensical 
attitude towards sex outside marriage.   
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1. Introduction 
The term Digital Humanities is ever more often heard of. To some extent, practices covered by the term 
already existed before the term itself. Especially in linguistics computer-assisted corpus-analysis has 
already a long tradition, going back to the late ’60’s (e.g. Kučera & Francis 1967). In other humanities 
disciplines too, comprehensive databases have been being created for some decades now. Examples from 
British history include the Old Baileys proceedings (http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/) or the 
Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England (PASE). Literature has its pioneering Project Gutenberg 
(http://www.gutenberg.org/). Yet whenever the term Digital Humanities is mentioned, more ambitious 
dreams and expectations pop up. To shed new light on well-studied issues by intensive quantitative 
research, to use new information retrieval techniques for truly interdisciplinary research. It is the aim of 
this paper to contribute to these interdisciplinary aspirations. Its topic is the cross-fertilization of 
                                                     

 I would like to thank John Joseph for his comment on a presentation of mine in spring 2013, which led me into 
writing this paper. 
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theoretically informed linguistics with history. Linguistic contributions to history to date have been of a 
mainly philological nature, focusing on how phonology and lexical information sheds light on dating or 
authorship – a representative example is the extensive philological literature on the Beowulf poem (Fulk et 
al. 2008). In addition, digital techniques have been employed at least since Allen (1974) for stylometrical 
purposes, examining rhyming patterns or frequency differences in function words to identify authorship. 
However, the potential of syntactic analysis for historical research, that part of grammar relating to formal 
structures beyond the word unit (word order, verb complementation), has hardly been explored. I only 
know of Kemenade (2002) on the relation between the conservative word order with the negative particle 
ne ‘not’ and an early date of composition in Old English poetry.  
This paper is intended as a first step towards a more productive interaction between syntactic and 
historical research. To this purpose, the following research question is asked: What do subtle functional 
differences between alternative syntactic patterns reveal about facts and views from the past? This 
question will be explored by means of two case studies. The first syntactic alternation will turn out to store 
information on death causes. Specifically, evidence will be accumulated that the choice of auxiliary with 
the participle ofslægen ‘slain, killed’, encodes the scribe’s knowledge of what happened. The auxiliary 
weorðan indicates that the person killed was defending himself (and was able to do so), whereas wesan 
indicates that the person was murdered at unawares or killed without defending himself. This finding 
applies particularly to the two first scribes of the Parker Chronicle (Bately 1986), and falsifies the claim in 
Mitchell (1985: 324) that the two are synonymous. Mitchell, however, lacked the necessary information to 
come to an accurate analysis. Such information has now conveniently become available through the PASE 
database (Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England). The second case yields even more interesting results. 
It analyses the alternation between finite and non-finite complements to verbs of happening, with 
particular attention to the late Middle English Alphabet of Tales, enabling a glimpse of the views the 
scribe of this text holds on accountability in accidents, impulsive sinful acts, and casual sex.  
This paper is divided into five sections. Following this introduction, section 2 discusses the 
methodology and resources used, with particular attention for the potential of using different kinds of 
databases. Section 3 and 4 are devoted each to a case study. A brief conclusion and some prospects for 
future work are given in section 5.  
 
2. Methodology 
2.1. What constructions reveal about speakers 
The research question underlying this paper was formulated as: what do subtle functional differences 
between alternative grammatical patterns reveal about facts and views from the past? But what are these 
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subtle differences that are mentioned here? A comparison of the semantic distinctions between concrete 
words as opposed to those between grammatical patterns may clarify this.  
Nobody, when asked about the difference between a dog and a cat, will have great difficulty 
answering. ‘Dogs bark, cats meow’ would be one straightforward answer. Obviously, in many respects 
they are highly similar. Both have fur, four paws, and are kept as pets. But this does not make it any 
harder to distinguish between them. However, when asked about the distinction between Liza sent Stan a 
book and Liza sent a book to Stan, many people would be unable to come with a sensible answer. Indeed, 
most would probably say that there is no difference, and the two are synonymous. But are they? The claim 
made here, and shared by all cognitive linguists, is that different surface forms are typically associated 
with slightly different semantic and/or discourse functions. A famous example is the ditransitive 
construction. The essentials are elegantly explained in Goldberg (2006). The ditransitive construction 
involves the form [Subject Verb Object1 Object2]. Semantically, this form evokes the notion of transfer or 
“giving.” This is in contrast to possible paraphrases. For example, while (1) can be used to mean that Liza 
bought a book for a third party because Zach was too busy to buy it himself, (2) can only mean that Liza 
intended to give Zach the book. Similarly while (3) can be used to entail caused motion to a location (the 
book is caused to go to storage), the ditransitive pattern requires that the goal argument be an animate 
being, capable of receiving the transferred item (cf. 4-5). As is clear from considering the paraphrases, the 
implication of transfer is not an independent fact about the words involved. Rather the implication of 
transfer comes from the ditransitive construction itself.  
 
(1) Liza bought a book for Zach.  
(2) Liza bought Zach a book.  (ditransitive construction) 
(3) Liza sent a book to storage.  
(4) Liza sent Stan a book.  
(5) ??Liza sent storage a book.  
 
Importantly, subtle semantic differences like these are not part of our explicit knowledge of language. 
Rather, they are the consequence of what is known as unconscious or implicit language learning, the 
ability to learn the complex and subtle regularities that underlie a language without even realising (e.g. 
Skehan 1998, Tomasello 2009). Crucially, unlike what was once claimed by armchair linguists, 
distinctions learned implicitly cannot be accessed through introspective analysis of one’s native language. 
Instead, accessing them is only possible by extensive corpus-based research. For this reason, their 
detection has so far mostly been the exclusive business of corpus-linguists. Unfortunately this means that 
other disciplines have so far hardly been able to benefit from the information these distinctions carry.  
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2.2. Cross-fertilizing corpus research with other disciplines 
Whereas digitized historical research is still much based on keyword searches in large databases, linguistic 
corpus-based research has for a long time now been focussing on context-sensitive searches in the form of 
concordances. In order to lay bare distinction such as that between the ditransitive construction and 
alternative expressions, it is essential to look at large corpora and see how the behaviour of the alternatives 
changes over time. This way it becomes possible to pin down a period in which a particular distinction 
was operative in a sufficiently clear way to make it predictive. For instance, the distinction between (3) 
and (4) was not always there in the history of English. It would therefore be wrong to extrapolate it to a 
particular medieval text without providing a proper corpus-based analysis of the functions of the two 
patterns over time. Only when such a larger-scale analysis is available, does it become possible to select 
texts that deserve a closer look. This also holds for the two case studies presented here. Both of them 
crystallized out of a large-scale corpus-based analysis.  
For both, the corpus that was used was LEON (respectively versions ‘alpha’ as described in Petré 
forthc. & ‘0.3’, for which see LEON 0.3 in the references). LEON is a genre- and dialect-representative 
meta-corpus, a principled selection from other corpora, text editions and newly provided transcriptions 
from scanned manuscripts. A full description of the corpus in its current form may be found at 
https://perswww.kuleuven.be/~u0050685/index.html#LEON. After a pattern was revealed on the basis of 
these large-scale analyses, the next step had to be taken. This meant asking the question: what can this 
syntactic patterning tell us about history?  
In the first case study, this question was not really considered initially. Rather, when looking 
again at annals that stated that such and such people were killed in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, I was 
frustrated by the succinct nature of their linguistic context. To really know whether the use of alternative 
expressions was completely random or not, it would be necessary to know what actually happened to 
those people. This meant accessing to all known historical information on each of the events at issue. This 
is where the Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England (PASE) came into the picture. PASE is an extremely 
convenient and powerful database gathering biographical information of (nearly) every known individual 
in Anglo-Saxon England. Without PASE, looking up all known information about each and every death 
cause would take months if not years, and could never have been combined with my (equally time-
consuming) linguistic research. With PASE, however, collecting this information is a matter of mere days. 
All of a sudden, thanks to the simultaneous availability of a linguistic corpus and a historical database, a 
new type of research emerges as a feasible enterprise.  
In the second case study, this question was tackled by a combination of methods as well. Firstly, 
an interesting distinction was again laid bare through a quantitative corpus study. Secondly, to find out 
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what this distinction tells us about the minds of medieval men (not women, in this case), a text had to be 
found with plenty of instances of both syntactic patterns, and which could tell us something interesting 
about how a particular author thought about self-control. Many texts, such as for instance the Prose Brut 
(c1400 Brut-1333 (Rwl B.171))
1
, only use one of the alternative patterns, while others simply did not have 
enough instances. In the end, only the fifteenth century  Alphabet of Tales (MS. British Museum, Add. 
25719) came out as fulfilling all the necessary criteria to be looked at more closely (Banks 1905).
2
 This 
work is a collection of exempla loosely translated by an anonymous scribe from the original Latin 
Alphabetum Narrationum of Etienne de Besançon.  
  
3. The king is dead. Long live the king! 
3.1. Introduction 
The first case study is a spin-off of a large-scale study on copular and passive constructions (see Petré 
forthc.). One of its inspirations was the “mystery” (Strang 1970: 351) of the disappearance of the Old 
English auxiliary weorðan ‘become, get’. Of current relevance is especially the use of this verb in the 
passive construction in the past tense, alongside the alternative form wesan. Their similar use in a passive 
main clause is apparent from the comparison of (6) and (7).  
 
(6) Þa wurdon [< weorðan] hig mid unwisdome gefyllede & spæcon betux him hwæt hig þam 
Hælende dydon.  
‘Then they were filled with fury and discussed with one another what they might do to 
Jesus.’ (c1025. Lk (WSCp)) 
 (7) & hig alle wundredon & God mærsodon & wæron [< wesan] mid ege gefyllede.  
‘And they all marvelled and glorified God and were filled with awe.’ (c1025. Lk (WSCp)) 
 
A typical explanation for the disappearance of weorðan would be that it was simply outcompeted by the 
more frequent wesan (see e.g. Wattie 1930). For this explanation to hold, one would expect that weorðan 
and wesan were practically synonymous. If they were not, and expressed distinctly separate meanings, 
there is no good reason to believe that one made the other disappear, because they would not normally be 
used as alternatives to express the same experience. While not taking a clear position in this debate, 
Mitchell argues in his authoritative Old English Syntax (1985: 324) that the two were completely 
                                                     
1
 References to Middle English texts are based on the MED stencils (http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/m/mec/hyp-
idx?type=allstencils&size=First+100). References to Old English texts on DOEC abbreviated titles 
(http://www.doe.utoronto.ca/st/index.html).  
2
 The electronic edition from the Middle English Compendium was used (http://quod.lib.umich.edu/c/cme/alphtales).  
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synonymous. One of the arguments he used to make a case for a synonymous status, was that the two 
verbs combined in a seemingly random manner with the participle ofslægen ‘killed’ in the Anglo-Saxon 
Chronicle. While Mitchell’s argument is suggestive, it has two obvious drawbacks. Firstly, it is based on 
the language use of a handful of scribes, and then only on one particular auxiliary-participle combination. 
It seems very premature to draw general conclusions from such limited evidence. Secondly, Mitchell does 
not take fully into account the context in which wæs ofslægen and wearð ofslægen occurred, neither that 
contained within the text itself, nor, and this will turn out to be crucial, contextual information that may be 
found elsewhere.  
Turning to the first drawback, Petré (forthc.) argues that, in part, their distinction in the passive is 
essentially not so very different from the clear lexical contrast weorðan and wesan they show in their use 
as copulas. If used as such, weorðan invariably means ‘become (angry, happy, a doctor ...)’ – expressing a 
change of state, and wesan ‘be (angry, happy, a doctor ...)’ – conveying a state without change. Whenever 
a contrastive reading was called for in the passive construction, the same distinction maintained. 
Generally, though, their distinction in passive constructions is much less clear due to the subtle interplay 
between wesan/weorðan, the participle and the clausal context. In particular, the verbal semantics of the 
participle itself in certain types of passives seems to blur the distinction between wesan as referring to a 
state and weorðan as referring to a change-of-state. Yet Petré (forthc.) shows that wesan and weorðan tend 
to stick fairly closely to their typical semantics in this construction. The argumentation of the study is 
briefly outlined in section 3.2. As it turns out, the change-of-state semantics of weorðan tends to be used 
mainly to express foregrounded matter, whereas the stative semantics of wesan is typically employed in 
backgrounded material. Foreground here is taken to refer to those actions that bring about progress of the 
plot, typically implying some kind of change. Background refers to additional comments to the 
foreground, such as – mostly stative – information on setting, looks of the characters, etc. (e.g. Hopper 
1979). With a clear division of labour established for the majority of uses of weorðan and wesan, it 
becomes possible to return to the distribution in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle in section 3.3. Filtering out 
those instances that are not covered by the distinction background-foreground material, their distribution 
at first seems to remain just as mysterious as before. However, once the analysis goes beyond the 
information available from the linguistic context of the Chronicle itself, and looks at factual information 
from other sources, a distinct pattern starts revealing itself.  
 
3.2. First distributional distinction: foregrounded versus backgrounded status 
The first functional characteristic which distinguishes weorðan from wesan consists of weorðan’s 
preference to appear in the expression of foregrounded actions. This tendency has been noted before, and 
in fact underlies the distinction between actional and statal passives as made in earlier studies (Klaeber 
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1923, Frary 1929, Kurtz 1931, Klingebiel 1937). However, these earlier studies were not sensitive to the 
fact that actional versus statal did not define a distinction between different types of passive constructions, 
but instead between different clausal construals more generally. The observation that weorðan often 
occurs in foregrounded (‘actional’) parts of the narrative was first made by Klaeber (1923: 188) and his 
pupil Frary (1929):  
 
Approximately four fifths of the instances of wearþ as auxiliary of the passive are in main 
clauses, while more than two thirds of those of wæs in this construction are in subordinate 
clauses. This distribution is probably due largely to the fact that wearþ is suited to direct 
narration, while wæs is natural in relative and causal-temporal clauses, which are usually a 
statement of fact or of completed action. (Frary 1929: 17) 
 
While the general idea in this quote is clear, its wording is somewhat unfortunate. Frary makes use of the 
notion of ‘completed action’ with reference to wesan, but the narrative clauses featuring weordan also 
usually express completed actions. What she means is that wesan is used to refer to actions that have been 
completed prior to the main action and provide background information to the narrative. The distinction 
between weorðan as a means to express main actions and wesan as an indicator of background 
information is also what underlies the following observation by Frary: “Weorðan occurs about 400 times. 
The perfective idea, especially if ingressive
3
, is usually intensified by the adverbs ða [‘then’], sona [‘at 
once’], ferlice [‘at once’], þærrihte [‘at once’], æt nehstan [‘immediately afterwards’], etc. We find such 
adverbs as þær, gewunelice, dæghwæmlice, æfre coupled with wæs, where customary or continued action 
is expressed, and gefyrn, ær, where a pluperfect sense is implied” (1929: 35).  
In examples (6) and (7) of the preceding section both weordan and wesan were used in 
foregrounded main clauses. While possible, this was not the most typical use of wesan though. More 
typical instances of wesan are provided in (8)-(9). The sentence in (8) expresses a stative property of the 
Subject, a type of meaning for which weordan was not used. This is the same contrastive use as the one 
found in their copular uses (‘become angry’ versus ‘be angry’). (9) contains a typical example of 
resultative wesan in a relative clause. Relative clauses typically convey background information, usually 
further describing the noun phrase to which they relate. In (9), the relative clause informs the reader about 
the name of the abbess.   
 
(8) Þa awrat Pilatus sum gewrit & het on ða rode genæglian 
                                                     
3
 Frary uses the term ‘ingressive’ to refer to the change-of-state semantics.   
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then wrote Pilate some statement and commanded on the cross nail 
 wiðufan his heafod. Wæs þæron awriten: Iesus Nazarenus rex 
above his head was thereon written Iesus Nazarenus rex 
 Iudeorum.  
Iudeorum 
‘Then wrote Pilate some statement and commanded to nail it on the cross above his head. On 
it was written: Jesus of Nazareth king of the Jews.’ (c1010. HomS 24.1 [Scragg]:302) 
(9) Ða com him to sum abbudysse seo wæs Ælflæd gehaten. 
‘Then approached him an abbess, who was called Ælflæd.’ (a1020(c995). ÆCHom II, 10: 
87.212) 
 
This distinction between typical uses of weorðan and wesan turns out to be in fact quite strong throughout 
most of the Old English period, with the contrast between (6) – as typical for weorðan – and (8)-(9) – as 
typical for wesan – being stronger than the apparent overlap seen in (6) and (7). The division of labour 
starts wearing out from the eleventh century onwards, but an account of this change falls outside the scope 
of the present paper (see Petré forthc.).  
The observation that weorðan is preferred in main clauses, which correlate more strongly with 
foregrounded material, and wesan with backgrounded subordinate or relative clauses, is confirmed in 
Petré (2013a: 89). The evidence is here reproduced in Figure 1.  
 
 
Figure 1. Clause types co-occurring with Old English WEARÐ and WÆS 
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From this figure, it appears that wesan was employed in both types of clauses, but that weorðan from the 
start preferred main clauses. The distinction is statistically significant (p < 0.01 in a two-tailed Fisher 
exact for each period – contrasting main clauses with non-main clauses).  
 
3.3. Second functional distinction: degree of energy exchange 
By contrast, the second characteristic difference between weorðan and wesan applies specifically to the 
seemingly synonymous uses of both verbs as illustrated in (6) and (7), when each of them conveys a 
change of state that belongs to the foreground of the story, i.e., progresses the narrative plot. A working 
definition of this second distinction would be the following: weorðan in Old English is preferred for 
actions involving a high degree of energy exchange by both agent and patient, while wesan is preferred for 
actions that lack such a high active involvement of the agent.  
Frary in her study did not notice the existence of such a second, independent difference. Instead, she 
tried to explain all uses of weorðan and wesan as instantiating the foreground-background dichotomy. 
With the hindsight knowledge of prototype theory, which only entered linguistic theorizing on alternative 
grammatical constructions at a much later date (e.g. Goldberg 1995), it is not hard to see that the 
distinction between foreground and background relates to the prototypical functions of these two verbs but 
needs not be operative on all levels of use. On some levels, extensions of the prototype may instantiate 
different functions instead. Frary, however, pretty much in agreement with the general spirit of the times, 
did not really consider this option, and this considerably weakens her overall argumentation and analysis 
of much of the actual data. As a result of her attempt to subsume every single instance under the possible 
foreground-background-distinction, this distinction was severely criticized by Mitchell in his Old English 
syntax (1985: 324), more on the basis of Frary’s interpretation of it than on the basis of a sound corpus 
study. One problematic argumentative line, which was seized upon by Mitchell to critize the entire 
hypothesis of a rigorous distinction, concerns certain data that can be explained much better by assuming 
that a more local semantic distinction. These consist of the phrases wearð ofslægen versus wæs ofslægen 
(both translatable as ‘was killed’). Frary tries to fit the distribution of these phrases into her more general 
observations as follows: “In many cases the statement with wæs is clearly general and summary, while 
that with wearð is specific and individual” (Frary 1929: 20). Mitchell illustrated the problematic character 
of this explanation through examples such as (10).  
 
(10) (Annal 651) Her Oswine kyning wæs ofslægen [...] (Annal 654) Her 
 here Oswine king was slain here 
 Onna cyning wearþ ofslægen.  
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Onna king got slain 
‘In 651 King Oswine was killed [...] In 654 King Onna was killed.’ (c891. ChronA: 651 & 
654) 
 
To reinforce the argument, Mitchell also produced a table showing that ofslægen was accompanied by 
weorðan and wesan about equally frequently. This table is reproduced here (in a slightly different layout) 
as Table 1.  
 
 
 
(GE)WEARÐ WÆS 
Orosius 55 60 
ChronA 12 20 
ChronE 17 21 
Table 1. Auxiliary variation with ofslægen 
  
Mitchell concluded that any attempt to make a rigorous distinction between weorðan and wesan was 
bound to fail. However, the table merely gives numbers without context, and on this occasion it seems that 
Mitchell did not see the wood for the trees.
4
 Indeed, even at this level, that of the individual verb, the early 
sources betray a semantic contrast which seems to have worn down only later on in late Old English.  
The occurrence of both verbs in apparently identical contexts in (10) provides a good lead to 
discover what is really determining their distribution. While there are no linguistic clues to distinguish 
between them, examining in more detail what is known about the deaths of these two kings through other 
sources reveals an interesting difference. Thus, Bede’s Historia ecclesiastica gentis anglorum informs us 
that Oswine was foully (detestanda) murdered (morte interfecit) at Oswiu’s command (Oswiu being a 
rival to the throne) in the house of someone who was trusted by Oswine (cf. BEDA. Hist.eccl. 3.14, 256 
[Spitzbart 1997]). By contrast, the same source informs us that Onna (or Anna in Bede’s spelling) was 
killed in a fight against Penda, the heathen king of the Mercians. So while there are no clues within the 
immediate linguistic context about the way in which weorðan and wesan differ in these two annals, there 
was at least a difference in the way Oswine and Onna were killed, the first one being caught by surprise 
and murdered, the second one slain in battle.  
Things become really fascinating when it turns out that this distinction or one closely similar to it 
was applied systematically. A rigid examination of the death cause underlying the collocation wearð/wæs 
ofslægen in the earlier part of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle A (up to the entry for the year 955) leads to the 
                                                     
4
 The fault he blamed Visser for (Mitchell 1985: 268).  
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remarkable conclusion that there was indeed a clear-cut distinction between weorðan and wesan based on 
death cause. Whereas weorðan is invariably used when the patient was killed in battle WHILE FIGHTING, 
and the expression is part of the main narrative, wesan is used in all other cases, all (except for the 
backgrounded ones already filtered out) involving some form of dying without fighting (mostly murder). 
The distinction is summarized in Table 2. Eevidence on death causes is taken (if not already available 
from the context in the Chronicle itself) from various sources (both Latin and Old English), which have 
been consulted via PASE.  
 
 
Defenseless While fighting Unclear [In narrative background] 
WEARÐ OFSLÆGEN 0 14 2 0 
WÆS OFSLÆGEN 7 3 2 3 
Table 2. Death cause underlying V ofslægen in early Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (A) 
(Fisher exact test, left-tailed: p < 0.001) 
 
Especially interesting for historical research, the difference is so clear-cut that it might be taken as a 
reliable predictor to infer how the four kings were killed whose death cause is somewhat unclear. Thus, 
the two instances with weorðan may safely be assumed to have involved fighting, at least according to the 
first scribe of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle A. These two cases concern the death of king Oswald in the year 
716 and of the earls Burghelm and Muca in 822. The information conveyed by wæs ofslægen is less 
equivocal. The two unclear cases here concern the deaths of Cynric (748), and Ælfwine (679). While 
hardly anything is known about Cynric, the story of Ælfwine is described in some detail in Bede. In his 
words: ‘In the ninth year of the reign of King Egfrid, a great battle was fought between him and Ethelred, 
king of the Mercians, near the river Trent, and Elfwin, brother to King Egfrid, was slain, a youth about 
eighteen years of age, and much beloved by both provinces, for King Ethelred had married his sister 
Osthritha’ (Bede 1999). While at first glance he fell in battle, the fact that he was actually beloved by both 
parties makes one suspicious. Perhaps he was an accidental casualty of war, and the scribe wanted to 
indicate this by using wæs instead of wearð.  
 In sum, the linguistic behaviour of the early scribes of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle tells us 
something about the nature of the deaths of the nobility as viewed through their eyes. Unfortunately, their 
behaviour cannot be generalized. In late Old English chronicles, while wæs ofslægen is still largely 
restricted to cases of murder or defenceless death, wearð ofslægen has encroached upon the murder 
domain as well. This is illustrated by the late Old English annals for 633 and 642 (from ChronF), provided 
in (11) – both annals are only separated by a couple of lines. The annal for 633 refers to the cowardly 
murdering of Edwine and has weorðan while the second uses wesan to refer to Oswald’s death at the 
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battlefield of Maserfelth: instead of dying while fighting, Oswald is depicted by Bede as having died while 
praying. Since neither king fell in battle, the use of the two verbs here seems to have become merely a 
matter of stylistic variation.  
 
(11) (Annal 633) Her wearð Eadwine cing ofslægen, [...]  
(Annal 642) Her was Oswald ofslægen Norðhymbra cing.  
‘In 633 king Edwin was slain. [...] In 642 Oswald, king of the Northhumbrians, was slain.’ 
(c1107. ChronF: 633 & 642) 
 
In sum, a subtle distinction was present in early Old English but is bleached and probably finally lost 
altogether during late Old English. The distinction implied that, if both weorðan and wesan are used in 
foregrounded clauses expressing a major action of the narrative, weorðan is preferred in actions involving 
high-energy-exchange or involvement of both agent AND patient, while wesan is used when the patient is 
subjected to the action without himself being active.  
 
4. Oh dear! I just happened to have sex 
4.1. Introduction: It’s all due to chance and fortune 
I now turn to the second case study. Whereas the first showed how linguistic analysis may reveal 
something about historical facts, this one is of a more subtle, and arguably, more interesting kind. Its 
subject matter is the use of verbs of happening: happen, chance, fortune, among others. Petré (2013b) 
provides an extensive analysis of the use of these verbs and others and the variety of patterns, from now 
on referred to as HAPPEN-constructions, in which they are employed. The research questions guiding Petré 
(2013b) were concerned with sweeping changes in narrative structure during the late Middle English and 
Early Modern English periods (see e.g. Los 2012 for some of the changes involved). An important 
element in structuring narrative is its division in episodes. HAPPEN-constructions were a conventionalized 
means to achieve this. Thus, in (12), the HAPPEN-construction indicates that a new episode is about to 
start.  
 
(12) Aftir him was Leon pope xxi ȝere. He held þe grete councell at Calcidony ageyn Euticen, 
þe heretik. It happed on a Pase-day he hoselid a certeyn woman, and sche kissid his hand, 
aftir whech kissing he had swech temptacion þat for vexacion he ded smyte of þat hand. 
Þan was þere mech grucching in þe puple whi he sang no messe. Tho was he fayn to pray 
oure Lady Mary of help, and sche appered onto him and restored his hand.  
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‘After him was Leon pope for 21 years. He held the great council at Chalcedony against 
the heretic Euticen. It happened on an Easter Day that he administered Holy Communion 
to a certain woman, and she kissed his hand, after which kissing he had such temptation 
that for vexation he cut of that hand. Then there was much grudging among the people 
about why he did not sing mass anymore. Then he eagerly prayed to our Lady Mary for 
help, and she appeared to him and restored his hand.’ (a1464. Capgr. Chron.) 
 
Specifically, the complement of the happen-verb (what happens) does not so much contain the first 
foregrounded event of the new episode, but rather the event that is the instigation of the new episode 
(Brinton 1996: 115-80). The sacrament of the Holy Communion in (12) constitutes the instigating event of 
the ensuing episode, which consists of the lady’s kiss and Pope Leon’s  radical reaction.  
The various HAPPEN-constructions that are found are not used to the same extent in different 
periods of English. In Petré (2013b), the role of shifting word order is examined, and its impact  on the 
distribution of these HAPPEN-constructions. Particular attention was paid to the distinction between (12) 
and (13).  
 
(13) At y
e
 last he hapenyd to forget it clene. (1526. Merry tales) 
 
In (13), instead of a that-clause, the complement of happen consists of a to-infinitive, and the subject of 
the infinitive is realized grammatically as the subject of the HAPPEN-verb (he). A number of variations on 
(12) and (13) occur as well, which will be discussed briefly later on. Because of the presence of an 
infinitive, the construction in (13), and related constructions, is referred to as the NON-FINITE TYPE. The 
construction type illustrated by (12) will correspondingly be referred to as the FINITE TYPE.  
Crucially, the subject (or more precisely its referent), to which something happens, could be either 
in control or not of what he or she is doing or experiencing. It will be shown that in the non-finite type, the 
subject was as a rule never in control of what happened, or the event was a hypothetical one, typically an 
if-clause (if he happens to do X). In other words, the variation, which was originally triggered by a 
syntactic shift in word order, acquired a functional division of labour of a highly interesting nature, 
revealing something about how medieval scribes felt about human agents’ control and self-control.  
 
4.2. Corpus analysis 
To see how this works, I will start with a brief overview of the various constructions that occur, their 
shifting distribution over time, and how that shift might be accounted for. Then I will zoom into the 
functional redistribution of control versus lack of control of the subject over time. From this it appears that 
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the type of construction may have a high predictive value about the author’s beliefs concerning particular 
types of situations. In section 4.3, this predictive power will be used to find out more about the scribe of 
the late Middle English Alphabet of Tales, particularly about what was going on in an average 
clergyman’s mind when it came to worldly temptations and the weakness of the flesh.  
 From the LEON 0.3 corpus, an exhaustive sample was extracted of 597 instances of HAPPEN-
constructions spread over the period 1051-1640. These instances can be classified into four major 
categories. Of these, (14) and (15) are of the finite type, whereas (16) and (17) are of the non-finite type.  
 
(14) Than it happend (her) þat sho wex grete [‘became pregnant’]. (c1450. Alph.Tales) 
(15) It happed on a Pase-day Ø he hoselid a certeyn woman. (= (14)) 
(16)  And at the laste by fortune hym happynd ayenste nyght to come to a fayre courtelage ... 
((a1470) Malory. Wks.(Win-C): 272/37) 
(17) At y
e
 last he hapenyd to forget it clene. (1526. Merry tales) 
 
In addition to the different type of complement (that-clause versus to-infinitive), the various patterns also 
differ in terms of the subject of the HAPPEN-verb. (14) and (15) share the same structure [HAPPEN 
{that|Ø} X]. The only difference between them is that the clausal complement in (14) is not introduced by 
a subordinating conjunction that, whereas that of (15) is. Both are generally referred to as impersonal. 
They do not have a nominative case subject, but either a zero subject or dummy it. Optionally, a pronoun 
in the oblique case (i.e. him, her, them, …) is present to indicate to whom something is happening. This 
pronoun, then, is identical to the subject of the clausal complement (she in (14)). In the second type, 
illustrated in (16), such an oblique pronoun is obligatory, resulting in the structure [Sbj-OBL HAPPEN 
(to) Inf]). Because it is obligatory, and we never find dummy it, it has been argued that this type of 
construction is not a proper instance of an impersonal construction, but that, instead, the oblique pronoun 
him functions as the subject of the happen-verb, even if in the ‘wrong’ case (see e.g. Allen 1986). As such, 
it is an instance of the personal construction. The third type finally ([Sbj HAPPEN (to) INF]), is a regular 
personal construction, with the HAPPEN-verb having a personal nominative subject he, she, they, etc.   
The distribution of these types is not stable over time. Figure 2 gives an overview of how the 
distribution changes in narrative texts, the text type that is of importance here. From this overview it 
becomes clear that the non-finite type, which was entirely absent in Old English, gained ground from late 
Middle English onwards, but then recedes again to a minor position.  
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Figure 2. Diachronic distribution of HAPPEN-constructions 
 
In Petré (2013b) it is argued that an important reason for the introduction of the non-finite type is that it 
was better in tune with the rigidification of word order in English. Until well into the Middle English 
period, word order in English was variable, with many instances of X-Verb-Subject word order 
(‘inversion’), as e.g. þa andswarode he ‘then answered he’. From late Middle English onwards, though, 
sentences increasingly more often started with a subject, preceding the finite verb. In particular, the first 
constituent of a sentence was increasingly required to refer to the topic of the sentence (the entity the 
sentence is asserting something about). Sentences that did not start with the topic fell into disuse. 
Impersonal clauses such as those in the finite type of HAPPEN-constructions are such sentences. They 
either lacked a subject altogether, or their subject was dummy it, which is non-referential and as such 
cannot be topical. This is why the non-finite type, which was established as a possible structure with 
HAPPEN-verbs during the fourteenth century, gained some ground. Having a personal subject as its first 
constituent, it conformed to the requirement of having a topic at the beginning of the sentence.  
Yet, despite its higher suitability to the newly emerging English rules of grammar, the non-finite 
type did not break through to the extent that might be expected. Even more, in the period 1571-1640, it 
lost ground again. Why? The hypothesis offered in Petré (2013) is that the non-finite type’s functionality 
was in conflict with the original episode boundary function of HAPPEN-constructions. This can be clarified 
by examining the distinction between (18) and (19).  
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(18) & so it happend þat a knyght þat wonnyd beside þaim in þatt yere, sodanlie of ill will, 
opon a night sett fyre in þer lathis, & burnyd up all þer warn-store.  
‘And so it happened that a knight living next to them that year, suddenly of ill will, upon a 
night set fire to their granaries & burned up their entire storage.’ (c1450. Alpha. Tales: 66) 
(19) [T]his Acte or any thinge therein conteyned, shall not extende  [...] to any person or 
p~sons which in chastisinge or correcting his Childe or Servant, shall besides his or 
theire intent and purpose, chaunce to co~mit Manslaughter. (STAT-1600-E2-
H,IV,1026.7 [LEON 0.3 < PPCME2]) 
 
Taking into account the context in bold, a distinction between (18) and (19) becomes manifest, which 
turns out to be a more general one. In (18), the subject is in control of the action of setting fire to some 
granaries. By contrast, the event of killing a child or servant in (19) is explicitly construed as being 
accidental (besides his or their intent and purpose), so beyond the control of the person(s) mentioned. 
Obviously, in this particular case, it is easy to imagine how this law was abused to escape conviction, but 
the point here is that, linguistically, what is expressed, is lack of control by the subject.  
Figure 3 shows that the correlation between subject control and the finite type, and lack of subject 
control and the non-finite type, is statistically highly significant throughout Middle and Early Modern 
English. (The lack of statistical significance for the first period is due to the scarcity of the non-finite type 
in that period, with a mere two instances.) 
 
 
 p = 0.24 0.06 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 (Fisher-exact left-tailed) 
Figure 3. Correlation of subject control to construction type 
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The distinction between finite and non-finite types may be explained by appealing to the concept of 
iconicity (Haiman 1985). Iconicity in linguistics is used to refer to the idea that linguistic structure may be 
directly motivated by the reality it expresses. In this case, the distinction at hand entails a difference in 
word order, which may be iconically explained. Recall that the typical function of HAPPEN-constructions 
was to encode an episode boundary. An episode boundary is a break between two episodes. Such a break 
normally implies a lack of a direct causal relationship between the final action of the preceding episode 
and the first action of the new episode. Concretely, it may involve, among other things, a change of scene, 
the (re)introduction of a character, a temporal gap between two stages in a story (Brinton 1996). This 
break, then, is arguably iconically represented in the finite HAPPEN-construction. Semantically, the 
HAPPEN-verb itself precisely expresses the idea of contingency, or the lack of causality. In the finite type, 
this verb precisely comes in between the preceding episode and the instigating event of the new episode. 
As such, it iconically represents the break between them. In principle, this episode boundary function is 
not related to control features of the subject, and is expected to hold both for situations where the subject 
is in control or lacks control. This is corroborated in Figure 3, which shows that the finite type’s 
preference for control is initially not very strong. Only by the end of the Early Modern English period the 
division of labour between finite and non-finite types seems to be fully aligned to this control feature.  
By contrast, the preference of the non-finite type for situations in which the subject lacks control 
over what he or she is doing or experiencing, tells a different story. Again, an appeal to iconicity leads to 
an elegant explanation. In the non-finite type, the contingency- encoding happen-verb comes in between 
the subject (in (19) any person or persons) and what is predicated of the subject (commit manslaughter). 
In taking this position, the happen-verb separates the subject from the predicate and apparently functions 
as an explicit iconic signal that the subject does not control the event or situation. An explanation along 
these lines also accounts for the different directions the constructional redistribution took in narrative and 
non-narrative text units. Figure 2 shows that the non-finite type receded again in narrative text types in the 
Early Modern English period. In non-narrative texts, however, the non-finite type took over almost 
completely, thus making the HAPPEN-construction adapt to the new word order requirements of a changed 
English grammar. The reason why such an adaptation did not take place in narrative texts is that by 
iconically emphasizing the lack of control of the subject, the non-finite type was less suited as a marker of 
an episody boundary. The functional emphasis, unintentionally, shifted from episode marking to another 
feature, that of subject control. To compensate for this functional twist, the functionally clearer finite type 
regained ground from the sixteenth century onwards.  
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4.3. Zooming in on the individual’s mind 
The evidence laid out in the previous section and its interpretation shows that the distribution of the 
various types of HAPPEN-constructions has a complex history and is continually in flux. This observation 
warns against bold anachronistic generalizations. At the same time, a fascinating correlation between the 
non-finite type and lack of subject control was revealed. Can we use this knowledge to shed light on what 
language users in the past thought about (self-)control in certain types of actions? In this section, I will 
show they may, by looking into the language use of the scribe of the late Middle English Alphabet of 
Tales. An analysis of all HAPPEN-verbs in terms of subject control shows that, generally, this scribe seems 
to have had a very lenient view towards responsibility in committing sins of various kinds and ‘fleshly 
sins’ particularly. After having set out the analysis in some detail, I will briefly discuss why the scribe 
may have construed sinning the way he does.  
 The results of the analysis of all happen-verbs in the Alphabet of Tales are summarized in Figure 
4, which presents the correlation between finiteness and subject control in the same way as did Figure 3.  
 
 
p = <0.01 (Fisher-exact left-tailed) 
Figure 4. Correlation between subject control and construction type in Alphabet of Tales 
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 ‘So he happened, by the power that was given unto him, to take wrongfully unto himself 
the church of Saint Maurice.’ 
 
The phrasing in this example, making use of terms like power and wranguslie ‘wrongfully’, suggests that 
the subject was fully aware and in control of his actions. This example, and the other one, then, seem to be 
the exceptions that confirm the rule.  
Most of the other instances of the non-finite type very clearly lack control. A clear instance is 
given in (21).  
 
(21) þer happend of Sodentie a fyss to com in-to þe bukett.  
 ‘All of a sudden, a fish happened to jumt into the bucket.’ 
 
The statistically significant predominance of examples like (21) predicts that the fifty-four instances that 
are indeterminate on the basis of the available linguistic context, also involve, in the world view of the 
scribe, a lack of control. For forty-four out of these fifty-four, this does not really reveal something 
particularly interesting about the scribe’s world view. The verbal part of their non-finite complements is 
listed in Table 3.  
 
Complement infinitive Frequency 
come 21 
meet 10 
go 5 
ride 2 
see 2 
look 1 
open 1 
sell 1 
slay 1 
Grand Total 44 
Table 3. Infinitives of vague control 
 
None of these is particularly interesting. Most involve verbs of motion, and are found in contexts where 
the subject passes by or meets somebody or something. While the context does not tell us whether the 
subject did so on purpose, it is quite likely that he or she did not. Similarly, seeing something or selling 
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something (at a market) is more often than not a chance event beyond the direct control of the subject. 
Only in a very few examples, as for instance in (22), there is no clear bias towards lack of control in the 
semantics of the verb.  
 
(22) Cesarius tellis how in Ducheland þer was a knyght þat happend sla þe fadur of a noder 
knyght.  
‘Cesarius tells how in the Low Countries there was a knight who happened to kill the 
father of another knight.’ 
 
It is unclear whether the knight killed this father on purpose, or whether it was an accident. Either way, 
this case is not very interesting either, because it does not really reveal something about the world view of 
the scribe, but at best only something about the circumstances of the killing.  
 Ten examples that deserve closer attention remain. They are all listed in thematic order in (23)-
(32).  
 
(23) ... hym happend of racklesnes [‘recklessness’] with his hors to kyll a wedow son.  
(24) So on a tyme he was putt oute of his offes [‘office’], and her-for [‘therefore’] he fell in a 
grete sorow & a dispayr. And so hym happend speke with þe devull, and be command of 
hym he forsuke Criste & His moder, & he renownced his faithe ...  
(25) ... som tyme þer was ij felowis at war passand trew to-gedur [‘that were very close’], and 
ane of þaim happend to do a grete syn.  
(26) So on a tyme þe brewster doghter happend to be with childe with a knyght.  
(27) We rede of þe kyng of Crete he was a semelie [‘seemly’] man, & he had a nygromancier 
[‘necromancer’] in his courte at hight [‘called’] Estus. And þis kyng had a doghter, and 
þis Estus happend to gett hur [‘her’] with childe.  
(28) Hugo Clunacensis tellis how on a tyme þer was a yong man þat went in pylgramege vnto 
Saynt Iamys. And hym happend to do fornicacion be þe way.  
(29) Amelius bade still in þe courte. So it happend hym priualie to lie by þe kyngis doghter ... 
(30) ... som tyme þer was a monke þat happenyd on a tyme to syn flesshlie with a woman.  
(31) So he was be his one [‘by his own/alone’], & hym happend to mete with a womman be hur 
ane. And so in þat same howr hym happynd to syn with hur ... 
(32) We rede in þe ‘Legend of Symond & Iude’ how on a tyme a dukis doghter happend to do 
fornycacion, & was with childe.  
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All of the seven last examples have something to do with sex. But before I discuss these, I will first look at 
the remaining three. Of these, (23) is the least complicated one. By using the non-finite construction, the 
scribe seems to indicate that the rider had lost control of his horse when he trampled and killed the 
widow’s son. From a legal point of view, the scribe seems to believe this is a case of involuntary 
manslaughter. More interesting are the other instances, as they tell something about the scribe’s view on 
the (lack of) strength of man’s free will and his ability to control strong urges and inclinations. The 
construction in (24) suggests that the scribe holds the view that desparate people are not in control of their 
own actions when getting in touch with the devil. They sin in despairing – despair being one of the seven 
deadly sins – but might no longer be held accountable for their subsequent actions. (25) points to the 
scribe’s belief that people may commit sins unwillingly, and possibly even unknowingly.  
 Most interesting are the examples related to sexual activity. (26)-(27) seem to imply that 
pregnancy falls outside the control of the woman who is expecting. According to the official church view, 
a woman will become pregnant when she enjoyed the act, and she had an orgasm (Karras 2005: 51). This 
implied that any pregnant woman was deemed to have consented to intercourse (and therefore be in 
control of the consequences), since she must have received pleasure from it. (Note that this has obvious 
implications for the determination of rape, much to the detriment of the women involved.) Some medical 
writers, however, argued that there was no such causal link between pleasure and pregnancy. The 
linguistic choices made by the current scribe might indicate he was of this opinion too. Example (32), 
where the duke’s daughter gets pregnant after an act of fornication, also points in this direction. The last 
five examples, then, are all about having sex by clergymen or outside marriage. Most involve fornication, 
sex between unmarried people, which is considered a lesser sin than adultery (which involves married 
people). Yet all are instances of sinning. It is striking, then, that the scribe construes all as having 
happened beyond the control of the subject. In (28)-(31) the subject is male. Looking only at these 
examples, the scribe’s behaviour might be interpreted as the typically male way of shirking responsibility 
on the seductiveness of women. This view was well known in medieval Europe, and was even internalized 
by the women themselves, as may be seen from the story of St. Alexandra, who walled herself up in a 
tomb for ten years, after a man had been ‘distracted in mind’ when seeing her (Karras 2005: 39; see also 
Saarinen 1994). Yet in the final example, the subject is a woman, and she too, is apparently not held 
accountable by the scribe for her sex drive.  
In sum, there is not a single occasion at which the scribe uses a finite construction when sex is 
involved, and this seems quite significant. Even if the meaning of this behaviour is not easy to grasp, I 
would like to propose the following tentative hypothesis. The scribe may consistently have used the non-
finite type, because he is hesitant to assign full guilt to either party involved. His hesitation may result 
from factors such as (i) his awareness of the strength of the human instinct, (ii) the private and therefore 
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unclear circumstances of most sexual acts and (iii) his lack of knowledge of the biological mechanisms 
underlying pregnancy. The effect of his linguistic behaviour is that of a very lenient attitude towards sex. 
A possible explanation for this leniency might be the scribe’s own sinfulness. Some of the instances in the 
stories he relates are about clergymen. Most likely, the scribe belonged to this class himself. It is known 
that many clergymen quite freely neglected their vows of celibacy (e.g. Vergauwen 2004, Lips 1989). 
Should this scribe be one of them, his awareness of his own sex drive and the contradictory desire to be 
free of sin may have resulted in attempts to suppress any (theologically required) feelings of guilt, and 
these attempts perhaps show through in the linguistic choices he makes. If so, this scribe’s syntax, of all 
things, has allowed us to catch a glimpse of his all-too human nature.  
 
5. Conclusion and prospects for future research 
I discussed two cases studies of how historical syntactic research may shed new light on aspects of factual 
and social history. In the first case, it was shown how the alternation between wæs ofslægen ‘was killed’ 
and wearð ofslægen ‘got killed’ tells us something about the conditions in which a particular person was 
killed, defenceless, or while fighting. In the second case, the alternation between finite and non-finite 
complements to verbs of happening sheds light on the views an average scribe holds on accountability in 
accidents, certain sinful acts, and particularly, casual sex resulting from the human instinct. It was 
hypothesized that the scribe either had a very lenient, and, possibly, forgiving attitude towards fornication, 
or might have been suppressing his own feelings of guilt. While in neither case the results are of a 
particularly spectacular nature, they are still remarkable enough to make one wonder what else syntactic 
constructions may reveal about the average medieval man’s views, or, indeed, those of more important 
authors and thought leaders.  
These case studies, then, are inviting of further research. In part, their limited scope is simply due 
to the limitations of being a specialist. As a linguist, I am not fully aware of the major issues in 
contemporary history or literary scholarship. To be sure, such cross-fertilization is a mutual affair, and not 
limited to linguists shedding light on historical matters. The opposite information flow, from history to 
linguistics, used to be well-practised in philological circles, but seems to have worn out somewhat in 
recent theoretically oriented historical linguistics. As such, I would like to take this opportunity to do an 
open call to historians, literary scholars and linguists alike to talk more to each other and discuss possible 
areas of research where one may inform the other, especially in light of the enormous interdisciplinary 
potential that digital humanities entails.  
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